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Abstract

Cardiac mapping is an important diagnostic tool to understand cardiac arrhythmias caused by an electrical disorder. One of its procedures is the activation mapping which consists on generating a map of the depolarization sequence. This map is constructed from the electrograms (EGMs). These latter signals are either recorded invasively through catheterization or non-invasively reconstructed using inverse methods. Our purpose is to evaluate the performance of artificial neural networks on reconstructing activation maps non-invasively directly from body surface potentials (BSPs) without providing the electrograms. We suggest a basic architecture of a neural network. The method is evaluated using simulated atrial data.

1. Introduction

Activation mapping has been a standard tool of cardiac arrhythmia clinical diagnostic. In clinical routine, it consists on approximating the activation times (ATs) from invasively measured electrograms (EGMs) either from a unipolar signal by determining the point of maximum negative slope (IDT : intrinsic deflection time) or from a bipolar signal , at the point of maximal signal amplitude [1]. This technique is known to have some drawbacks: it is essentially invasive.

To avoid this issue, Electrocardiographic imaging (ECGi) suggests to reconstruct the electrical activity of the heart from non-invasively recorded body surface potentials (BSPs) and a heart-torso geometry reconstruction based on CT-Scan images using computational methods. However, this inverse problem is known to be ill-posed and requires applying regularization techniques on the solution. This yields smoothed EGMs which makes it difficult to determine ATs, peak points of the electrical signals.

Some research studies have suggested lately solving the inverse problem directly in terms of activation times without using the EGMs [2–6]. In this paper, we propose to do so by using Artificial neural networks which is, to our knowledge, has not been suggested yet.

2. Methods

2.1. Neural Network architecture

We propose here a classical architecture of a neural network constituted of linear layers and the non linear activation function ReLU (Rectified Linear Unit) as a tool of cardiac activation mapping without using the EGMs which is commonly represented in the state-of-the-art. The network architecture is represented in Figure 1. To train our network, we used the mean squared error as an optimization criterion and the stochastic gradient descent as an optimization algorithm. K-fold cross validation [7] is used to evaluate the model performance on unseen data. It generally results on a less biased estimation of the target. Here, the parameter K is fixed equal to 4. The procedure consists on splitting the dataset on a training-validation dataset and a testing dataset. Then, K-fold cross validation is applied on the training-validation dataset. In fact, this latter is splitted into K groups. Each unique group is once kept as a validation dataset and all the remaining ones are used for training the model. In the end, the trained models are evaluated over the testing dataset. The training phase ends when the mean squared error computed over the validation dataset stops improving.

Figure 1: Representation of the neural network architecture
2.2. Dataset

We build a synthetic database of 101 simulations of BSPs and their correspondant AT maps. Each sample of BSPs and AT map corresponds to a stimulation location represented in Figure 2 by red gaussian spheres. We use the monodomain reaction-diffusion model to simulate the electrical wave propagation inside the heart. In order to simulate the BSPs, we first need to compute the extracellular potential in the heart (EGMs). Then, we use a Laplace equation on the torso with a Dirichlet boundary condition on the heart-torso interface to compute the BSPs. For more details, see [8]. Activation times are derived from the simulated EGMs by determining the IDT (Intrinsic Deflection Time) at each point of the atria mesh. Let \( u_i(t) \) be the unipolar signal at point \( X_i \) at time \( t \), the IDT \( \hat{T}_i \) is:

\[
\hat{T}_i = \arg \min_{t \in [0,T]} \frac{du_i(t)}{dt},
\]

(1)

where \( T \) is the simulation duration. Here, we only consider the electrical activation in the atria. The finite element discretization of the realistic 3D atria-Torso geometry contains 264 nodes for the torso and 1994 nodes in the atria surface. Each sample contains 400 time steps.

2.3. Evaluation metrics

To assess the precision of reconstructed activation maps, a point-based absolute activation time error (AATE) was computed as the absolute value of the difference between the activation times at each point of the atria mesh. Given \( AT_{i,j}^{e} \) the exact activation time at point \( j \) of the simulation \( i \), AATE\(_i\) can be expressed as follows:

\[
AATE_i = \left| AT_{i,j}^{e} - AT_{i,j}^{c} \right|
\]

(2)

where \( AT_{i,j}^{c} \) is the computed activation time at point \( j \) of the simulation \( i \). Then, an average all over the mesh is computed and represented in the results section. Linear correlation coefficients are also computed between each activation time map pair for every simulation. Finally, a linear regression is built between reconstructed and reference activation times for each simulation combined with a statistical analysis based on p-value and standard error(stde).

3. Results

In this section, results are represented only for the testing dataset.

3.1. Activation time maps reconstruction

Reconstructed activation maps using the neural network result in a mean absolute activation time error of 4.69\,ms for the different 12 test simulations. Mean correlation coefficient computed over the same testing dataset reaches 97.8\%. Examples of reconstructed activation maps are represented in Figure 3 with the corresponding reference activation maps. In this figure, the mean absolute activation time errors computed over all the mesh points are 4.15\,ms, 3.68\,ms, 3.34\,ms and correlation coefficients between AT maps are 0.98, 0.98, 0.99, respectively from top to bottom. Figure 4 shows a linear regression of the estimated AT map with respect to the reference data.

![Figure 2: Atria mesh : red dots are the stimulation locations](image)

![Figure 3: Reference and estimated AT maps of the testing dataset using the neural network](image)
of some testing simulations. In average, it results in a slope of 0.985 and a standard error equal to 0.004 which corresponds to a good fit between the estimated and the reference data.

\[ \text{slope} = 0.985, \quad \text{stde} = 0.004 \]

Figure 4: Linear regression between estimated and reference ATs for 6 different simulations of the testing dataset.

### 3.2. Robustness analysis

Data errors often occur in electrocardiographic imaging (ECGi) and BSP recording processes. This is generally due to physiological model errors and/or measurement procedure errors. Thus, a noise effect evaluation is presented in this study. It consists on assessing the model using the testing BSP signals combined with an additive Gaussian noise generated with different noise level values going from 5\% to 50\%.

Table 1 shows the evolution of the mean absolute activation time error and correlation coefficient over the testing dataset with respect to the noise level added to the input data. We observe that AATE and CC vary slightly which confirms that our model is strongly robust against additive Gaussian noise.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>( L_{\text{noise}} ) (%)</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>10</th>
<th>20</th>
<th>30</th>
<th>50</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mean AATE (ms)</td>
<td>4.65</td>
<td>4.60</td>
<td>4.67</td>
<td>4.69</td>
<td>4.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean CC (%)</td>
<td>97.84</td>
<td>97.84</td>
<td>97.83</td>
<td>97.84</td>
<td>97.81</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 4. Discussion and conclusion

In this paper, we suggest an artificial neural network based approach for cardiac activation mapping. The primitive idea was to build a method for non-invasively reconstructing activation time maps directly from a BSP time serie. This problem is nonlinear which makes it difficult to modelize. So, neural networks can be a good candidate to solve such a problem which has been confirmed by this study. The estimation results are very promising since we reach an optimal value of correlation coefficient 99\% and a weak p-value (\( p \leq 0.0001 \)). The model is built and evaluated using almost perfect simulated data with a single pacing site for each simulation. This can be an initiation to other studies where data is more complex and realistic. Moreover, since cardiac activation mapping is a diagnostic tool of cardiac diseases, our model would be more credible if trained and tested using data illustrating some specific cardiac pathologies. A robustness analysis against noise was also conducted. It shows that the model is robust against eventual additive Gaussian noise. Other robustness tests would be the subject of future works such as robustness against electrode misplacement and geometrical modeling errors. Future studies aim to validate our model using clinical data and compare its performance to the state-of-the-art methods. Nevertheless, the challenge of standardizing the heart-torso geometry between patients remains current. Besides, the training database should be sufficiently rich to allow making accurate deductions.
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